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These commands perform statistical calculations performed on cell ranges
LARGE
RANK
SMALL
SUM
UNIQUE RANK
LARGE
Finds the nth largest value in the cell group
Format:
LARGE ( reference .. reference RANKED ranking )
Arguments:
reference: column number or column title, row number or quoted text representing a cell title
ranking: a number representing the nth largest value. 1 being the largest
Available:
Available for spreadsheet windows
Version: 9 and later
Example:
large (2,1..4,3 ranked 2) returns the 2nd largest value of all cells between column 2, row 1 and column 4,
row 3
large ("cell1".."cell2" ranked 1 ) returns the largest value from all cells between cells with titles "cell1"
and "cell2"
large (2,1.."column1",4 ranked 3 ) returns the 3rd largest value of all cells between column 2, row 1 and
the column with the title "column1" on row 4
large ($column+1,$row..$column+2,$row+1 ranked 1) returns the largest value of all cells 1 column right
of current cell to 2 columns right, 1 row down
Top
RANK
http://statistics.sportstec.com/documentation/statistical.php
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Finds the rank of the value in the range
Format:
RANK ( value IN reference..reference order)
Arguments:
reference: column number or column title, row number
value: a number to search reference..reference for
order: LARGEST or SMALLEST depending on what you want the rank to represent. The value is
optional and will default to LARGEST
Available:
Available for spreadsheet windows
Version: 9 and later
Example:
rank (2 in 2,1..4,3 largest) returns the 2nd largest value of all cells between column 2, row 1 and column
4, row 3
rank ( 1, "column1",1.."ccolumn1",5 ) returns the largest value from all cells between row 1 and 5 in
column "column1"
rank ( 2, "column1",4.."column2",9 smallest ) returns the 2nd smallest value of all cells between
"column1", row 4 and "column2", row 9
Top
SMALL
Finds the nth smallest value in the cell group
Format:
SMALL ( reference .. reference RANKED ranking )
Arguments:
reference: column number or column title, row number or quoted text representing a cell title
ranking: a number representing the nth smallest value. 1 being the smallest
Available:
Available for spreadsheet windows
Version: 9 and later
Example:
small (2,1..4,3 ranked 2) returns the 2nd smallest value of all cells between column 2, row 1 and column
4, row 3
small ("cell1".."cell2" ranked 1 ) returns the smallest value from all cells between cells with titles "cell1"
and "cell2"
small (2,1.."column1",4 ranked 3 ) returns the 3rd smallest value of all cells between column 2, row 1 and
the column with the title "column1" on row 4
small ($column+1,$row..$column+2,$row+1 ranked 1) returns the smallest value of all cells 1 column
right of current cell to 2 columns right, 1 row down
Top
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SUM
adds all the values in the cell group
Format:
SUM ( reference .. reference )
Arguments:
reference: column number or column title, row number or quoted text representing a cell title
Available:
Available for spreadsheet windows
Version: 9 and later
Example:
sum (2,1..4,3) returns the sum of all cells between column 2, row 1 and column 4, row 3
sum ("cell1".."cell2") returns the sum of all cells between cells with titles "cell1" and "cell2"
sum (2,1.."column1",4) returns the sum of all cells between column 2, row 1 and the column with the title
"column1" on row 4
sum ($column+1,$row..$column+2,$row+1) returns the sum of all cells 1 column right of current cell to 2
columns right, 1 row down
Top
UNIQUE RANK
Finds the rank of the value in the range making sure it is unique
Format:
UNIQUE RANK ( value IN reference..reference UNIQUE reference..reference order)
Arguments:
reference: column number or column title, row number
value: a number to search reference..reference for
order: LARGEST or SMALLEST depending on what you want the rank to represent. The value is
optional and will default to LARGEST
Available:
Available for spreadsheet windows
Version: 9 and later
Example:
show unique rank( cell"points" in "points",1.."points",9 unique "position",1.."position",$row-1) Placing
this script in all of the cells in "position" column between rows 2 and 9 will produce a ladder position
based on points. It works because it does a normal RANK command and then checks the values above it.
If it finds there is another team on equal points it will return the next number not used in the unique range.
The cell in row 1 of the "position" column would only need the RANK command
Top
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The downloadable examples are free to use as you wish i.e. Public Domain.
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